Myers-Holum appoints
SWOOD as a reseller of
ChartGen 2000
SWOOD and Myers-Holum are pleased to announce that ChartGen 2000 has been
added to the suite of products that SWOOD distributes to Masterpiece/Net clients.
ChartGen is a software tool developed by MHI to assist with Chart of Accounts
(COA) design, development and maintenance for Masterpiece GL Systems. It is fully
Masterpiece/Net compatible, and allows the user to model General Ledger accounts
and relationships and greatly simplify the process of building and maintaining a COA.
The general release of ChartGen 2000 is now available, offering speedy 32-bit
technology, the latest user interface enhancements, and full Windows 2000
compatibility.
Stephen Wood says:
“First released in the 1990’s, ChartGen has matured into a true value added product
for Masterpiece/Net. With the introduction of this latest version - ChartGen 2000 - it
provides an easy to use chart of accounts design and maintenance toolkit for
Masterpiece/Net. ChartGen 2000 is a complete end-to-end solution for getting your
chart of accounts into Masterpiece/Net.
SWOOD is committed to distributing and supporting ChartGen 2000 for new and
existing clients in the Asia/Pacific region.”
Knute Holum says:
“Myers-Holum is pleased to add SWOOD as the Asia/Pacific distributor for our chart
of accounts modelling product ChartGen 2000.
After the success of ChartGen 2000 in the Australian market we are keen to ensure
that clients receive continued support within the Asia/Pacific region.”
Corporate Backgrounders :
SWOOD financial solutions is a fully Australian owned and operated software consulting organisation
dedicated to supporting financial systems and providing business solutions. Since 1996 SWOOD has
supported the Masterpiece/Net suite of financials. SWOOD has developed e-crow® for reconciling
corporate credit cards and distributes the idu-Software suite of products and PlanetPress for all of
your electronic forms needs.
Visit the SWOOD website at http://www.swood.com.au/
Since the late 1980's, Myers-Holum has been, by far, the dominant CA Masterpiece consulting firm,
accumulating over ½ million hours of CA Masterpiece experience.
Moreover, we have taken a leadership role in implementing complementary products that
dramatically enhance the utility of Masterpiece. These complementary products not only include thirdparty offerings, such as BroadVision, Informatica, and Seagate Software products, but also our own
proprietary software, such as Chartgen, Visual Budgets, and Visual Journals.
ChartGen 2000 is a trademark of Myer-Holum Inc.
All other products mentioned are registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective companies.
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